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people, but spend most of their time trying to figure
out how to stay in office.

of a BASF President

Leslie A. Gordon

A

rturo González, whose
father moved from
Mexico to the United
States as a farm laborer through
the Bracero Program, was the
first of his siblings to be born in
the United States and the first
to attend college. A graduate of
Harvard Law School, he’s now
chair of Morrison & Foerster’s
litigation group and also BASF’s
new president.

Despite being named to practically every list of top lawyers, the father of four children ages twenty-one through
eleven wants his kids raised with a healthy perspective
on the privilege he’s attained. They live, for instance, in
San Lorenzo. He explains, “You won’t find other law firm
partners there. I wanted my kids to grow up in a modest
area and attend diverse, public schools.”
We asked González some offbeat questions to learn more
about him.
What was your childhood home like?
I lived in Roseville across the street from the railroad
tracks in a three-bedroom, one-bathroom home with a
big yard.
What is unique about you?
My parents went to school for one day combined. They
were raised in a small village outside of Guadalajara with
no water, no electricity, no gas, no doctors, no roads. My
mother never went to school. My father went for one day
of instruction, but he was punished for not working that
day so he never went back.
What’s your biggest pet peeve?
I don’t have too many, but one that comes to mind is hypocrisy—elected officials who claim they want to serve

What’s a commonality among the most
successful lawyers you know?
They take the initiative, work hard, and are thorough
and always prepared.
What are you looking forward to?
My three boys say they want to be lawyers. If that were
to happen, maybe we can set up a firm together.
Who would you most like to meet,
living or dead?
Thomas Jefferson so I could find out once and for all
what they intended when they wrote the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights. What were they thinking of
when they wrote that all men are created equal when
so many people were slaves? Were they thinking slavery
would be phased out? I really would like to know.
What will the legal profession look
like in ten years?
There will be more diversity on the juries, in the employment sector of the clients we represent, in the judiciary, and among in-house counsel ranks. I am hopeful that will lead to more diversity in our profession,
including at large firms.
What do you do for fun?
I am a season ticket holder for the Raiders and Golden
State Warriors, but lately that’s not been as much fun
as I’d like.
What’s the most adventurous thing
you’ve ever done?
I visited Israel earlier this year along with other LatinoAmerican businessmen in an effort to build relations
between the people of the United States and the people
of Israel. I visited Masada, where a group of Jewish
people chose to take their own lives and the lives of
their families instead of living as slaves. It was a very
moving and educational experience
What do you know for sure?
That large law firms will never become truly diverse
unless the clients demand it.
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